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Iran tensions 
overshadow 
Makkah summits 
DUBAI: Regional heavyweight Saudi Arabia hosts
Islamic, Arab and Gulf summits this week as tensions
between Iran and the US raise fears of military escala-
tion. The three summits in Makkah, Islam’s holiest city,
allow US ally Riyadh the chance to present unified
Islamic, Arab and Gulf fronts against its arch-rival
Tehran. Iran itself has not yet confirmed whether it will
attend the meeting of the Organization of the Islamic
Cooperation (OIC), of which it is a member.

Hussein Ibish, a scholar at the Arab Gulf States
Institute in Washington, said Riyadh’s aim was “to con-
solidate Arab and Muslim support, anticipating intensi-
fied confrontation or diplomacy”. Washington has rein-
stated tough sanctions against Tehran and decided to
deploy 1,500 more troops to the Middle East amid sab-
otage attacks on oil facilities. Two Saudi oil tankers,
among four vessels, were the targets of mysterious acts
of sabotage off the United Arab Emirates (UAE) this
month, and Iran-aligned Yemeni rebels have stepped up
drone attacks on the kingdom - one of which resulted in
the temporary shutdown of a major oil pipeline.  

Tehran has repeatedly threatened to close the
strategic Strait of Hormuz, through which 35 percent of
the world’s seaborne oil passes. The Arab League and
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) emergency summits
called by Saudi Arabia are to be held tomorrow, a day
before the long-scheduled OIC summit. It is not yet
clear how many countries will take part in the emer-
gency gatherings, but Qatar - which has been boy-
cotted by a Saudi-led alliance - has been invited to
attend the GCC meeting. Riyadh cut diplomatic ties
with Tehran in 2016 after protesters stormed Saudi
diplomatic missions in Iran following its execution of a
prominent Shiite cleric.

No easy task 
The OIC summit will address “current issues in the

Muslim world” and “recent developments in a number of
OIC member states”, the official agenda states. Saudi
Arabia and its allies have repeatedly accused Iran of
interfering in the affairs of other countries, including
Bahrain, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon and Yemen, by supporting
and arming fighters. “Unity and coordination of posi-
tions are necessary at this critical time, and Riyadh... is
qualified to play that role,” the UAE minister of state for
foreign affairs, Anwar Gargash, tweeted last week.

But the kingdom’s aim of a unified Islamic, Arab and
Gulf position is likely to be difficult to achieve. Qatar
has grown closer to Iran, while Kuwait has expressed
concern over Iranian threats to close the Strait of
Hormuz. Oman, which has good ties with both Iran and
the United States, has said it and other parties “seek to
calm tensions” between the two countries. Ahead of the
summits, Iran’s top diplomats have been touring the
region, including Iraq, Kuwait, Oman and Qatar. —AFP

YOKOSUKA, Japan: US President Donald Trump, First Lady Melania Trump, Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and his wife Akie arrive onboard Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force’s (JMSDF) helicopter carrier DDH-184 Kaga at JMSDF
Yokosuka base yesterday. —AFP

TOKYO: US President Donald Trump yesterday used the
backdrop of a US naval ship in Japan to tout America’s
“fearsome” power in the Pacific, wrapping up a visit where
he became the first foreign guest of Japan’s new emperor.
Addressing more than 800 uniformed service members in
the belly of the USS Wasp, an amphibious assault ship at
the Yokosuka US naval base, Trump said they were part of
“the most fearsome group of American warriors this side
of the Pacific”.

The US military has no intention of losing its paramount
status in the world, Trump said, insisting it will “forever
remain second to none”. “We have equipment, missiles, rock-
ets, tanks, planes, ships - no one in the entire world can build
them like we do. It’s not even close,” he said. The address to
the cheering military marked Memorial Day, the US holiday
honoring the war dead, but it was also clearly aimed at
growing rival China and North Korea, where Trump has
invested heavy diplomatic efforts to try and get the regime

to give up nuclear weapons - so far with only modest results.
Trump told the sailors, marines and other personnel that

they were “confronting this region’s pressing security chal-
lenges with unmatched courage”. “You know what we’re
talking about,” he said. Trump said US naval forces “proudly
patrol” the region’s waters, name-checking flashpoint areas,
like the South China Sea, where tensions are high over
Chinese naval expansion. 

Earlier, Trump visited Japanese helicopter carrier JS Kaga
with Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. Abe talked about the
“increasingly severe security environment” in the region and
confirmed that the Kaga was being converted to take not
only helicopters but also fighter planes. Trump said the Kaga
will carry a version of the advanced F-35 stealth fighter,
which Japan is buying in larger numbers than any other US
ally. “With this extraordinary new equipment, the JS Kaga
will help our nations defend against a range of complex
threats in the region and far beyond,” Trump added.

Farewell to emperor 
There was little real substance in Trump’s visit to Japan,

which started Saturday and included a golf game with Abe
and presentation by the American president of a huge trophy
at a Tokyo sumo tournament. But the main goal was to cele-
brate the countries’ alliance and, from Japan’s point of view,
to charm Trump ahead of tricky negotiations on the muscular
US demand for more market access. That seemed to work,
with Trump signalling there will be no move on trade until
after an upper house election here in July.

The highlight was the meeting with Naruhito, who took
over the Chrysanthemum Throne only three weeks ago, after
his father stepped down in the first abdication for two cen-
turies. Other world leaders will have to wait until larger-scale
celebrations in October. The Trumps went to see Naruhito at
his palace Monday morning and then again in the evening for
a banquet featuring six courses, including Trump’s favorite -
beef - and a dessert described as Glace Mont Fuji.

The emperor and Trump both made toasts praising
their countries’ friendship. The US president even sprin-
kled a few Japanese words into his address, referencing
ancient Japanese poetry. Trump and the first lady said
goodbye to the Japanese royal couple yesterday before
leaving Tokyo. The White House only described this as a
“farewell call”, and there were no immediate details on
how it went.

Although the whole Japan trip was designed to be a feel-
good display, there was an awkward moment Monday when
Trump flatly contradicted Abe and some of his own advisors
on North Korea. Trump insisted that he does not consider
recent North Korean short-range missile tests to have vio-
lated UN resolutions, or even to pose a particular threat.
“My people think it could have been a violation... I view it as
a man who perhaps wants to get attention,” Trump said of
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, whom he once more
praised, calling him “very smart”. —AFP

Little real substance in US president’s visit to Japan

2 dead in Japan 
mass stabbing 
KAWASAKI, Japan: Two people including a schoolgirl
were stabbed to death and more than a dozen injured
in Japan yesterday in a rampage that targeted children
as they waited for a bus. The 51-year-old attacker,
identified by police as Ryuichi Iwasaki, crept silently
up behind a group of children at the bus stop and
slashed randomly at them before fatally stabbing him-
self in the neck. Police said an 11-year-old schoolgirl
named Hanako Kuribayashi and a 39-year-old parent,
identified as government official Satoshi Oyama, died
in the attack, which shocked a country where violent
crime is rare.

Seventeen more people, mainly young children, were
injured, according to authorities who had previously
given the schoolgirl’s age as 12. Koji Shimazu of the St
Marianna University School of Medicine, told AFP that
one woman in her 40s and three schoolgirls had to
undergo surgery for knife wounds to the head and
neck. “It is a very harrowing case. I feel strong anger,”
Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said in televised
remarks. “I offer my heartfelt condolences to the vic-
tims and hope the injured recover quickly.”

A local man living nearby, who identified himself as
Matsumoto, 25, said he went outside after hearing
screams. “It’s hard to describe what it was like, how it
sounded. It wasn’t girls having fun, it was a sound that
was absolutely not normal,” he told AFP. “I saw a man
lying on the street. I also saw a girl hunched over on
the ground. There were also five or six girls, maybe

they were the ones who screamed... There was blood
all over them.”

‘Prayers and sympathy’ 
The attack occurred during the busy early morning

commute as workers headed to their offices and chil-
dren to school. Fire department officials said they
received the first emergency calls shortly before 8:00
am (2300 GMT) Monday. The scene of the attack was
still swarming with emergency personnel hours later,
with three police vans parked around the spot to
block it from view. Emergency workers set up an
orange medical tent to treat the wounded, and ambu-
lances and fire engines were parked nearby.

Teiko Naito, principal of the school’s elementary
section, said in an emotional, televised news confer-
ence: “A man carrying knives in his both hands came
from a convenience store and slashed children in the
queue one-by-one.” Assistant principal Satoru Shitori,
who was on the scene, said the attacker crept silently
up behind the children before launching his attack.
The director of Caritas Gakuen, Tetsuro Saito, said 18
of her pupils were involved. “The grief is very great. I
sincerely pray for those who died and hope the
injured recover quickly... The students now have deep
pain in their soul. We will do our best to offer mental
healthcare,” Saito said.

The bloodshed came as Donald Trump wrapped up
a state visit to Japan, and the US president offered his
“prayers and sympathy” to the victims as he met
troops outside Tokyo. Standing aboard a Japanese
military ship, he said that “all Americans stand with
the people of Japan and grieve for the victims and for
their families”.

Strict gun control 
A local resident, who declined to give his name, said

children attending the Caritas school lined up for the bus
at the site every day. “If you live in this neighborhood,
everybody knows that these kids are there,” the 66-year-
old told AFP. “I’ve been in this area for a long time, I can-
not believe that somebody targeted this bus and targeted
these small children.” Violent crime is extremely rare in
Japan, and children often travel to and from school alone.
The country has famously strict gun control regulations
and gun crime is unusual, but there have been a few high-
profile stabbing attacks. In 2018, a man was arrested in
central Japan after stabbing one person to death and
injuring two others aboard a bullet train, an attack that
prompted new security measures on the rail service. And
in 2016, a man stabbed 19 people to death at a disability
centre south of Tokyo in what he described as a mission
to rid the world of people with mental illness. —AFP

KAWASAKI, Japan: Forensic police investigate the crime scene
where a man stabbed 19 people, including children, yesterday.

Austria readies for 
‘fierce’ campaign 
after Kurz fall
VIENNA: The outlines of a stormy election campaign have
begun to take shape in Austria a day after Chancellor Sebastian
Kurz became the first post-war leader to be removed by a no-
confidence vote. The 32-year-old conservative, who already
broke records when he emerged as the world’s youngest leader
in 2017, lost his post on Monday after MPs voted to oust his
government in the wake of the so-called “Ibiza-gate” affair. The
scandal saw Kurz’s far-right deputy Heinz-Christian Strache
caught on camera appearing to offer public contracts in return
for campaign help from a fake Russian backer.

Hours after the vote, Kurz addressed cheering supporters to
portray himself as a figure of stability in what political analyst
Thomas Hofer called an “election campaign (launch) with a clear
message” ahead of a snap poll expected in September. The
expert said that while the no-confidence motion had been
“inconvenient”, it was by no means the end of the road for Kurz.
“He loses his stage as chancellor, but I believe he has already
factored that in,” Hofer told AFP. He predicted a “very fierce
electoral campaign” with Kurz’s former coalition partner, the
far-right Freedom Party (FPOe), and the main opposition Social

Democrats (SPOe) building their campaigns around attacking
the ex-leader.

‘Big excitement’ 
Kurz has said his priority is to ensure a smooth transfer of

power to an interim technocratic government, before hitting the
campaign trail in earnest with a spring in his step. Kurz’s People’s
Party (OeVP) gained 34.6 percent of the vote and two extra seats
in Sunday’s European Parliament elections - a record for any
Austrian party since the country joined the EU. Political expert
Sylvia Kritzinger said events in Austria reflected the struggles of
formerly dominant parties elsewhere in Europe to build lasting
coalitions. “I see that as a healthy sign of democracy that if some-
thing doesn’t work out or no compromise can be found, that vot-
ers are called back to the polls again,” she told AFP.

The scandal’s fallout had caused “big excitement” in Austria
as a successful no-confidence vote and a technocratic govern-
ment were unprecedented in its post-war history, she added.
However, Kritzinger also said Kurz would not suffer unduly from
being thrown out of office. While he loses the advantage of
being seen on “trips abroad, meetings with other foreign heads
of government”, his new role will mean “he can concentrate on
the election campaign”, according to Kritzinger.

‘Talented politician’ 
Sunday’s European parliamentary elections also saw the

FPOe fall back from 19.7 percent in 2014 to 17.2 percent as a
result of “Ibiza-gate”, while the SPOe vote flatlined on 23.9 per-

cent. “The FPOe will lead an election campaign not to be num-
ber one, but to solidify their base, to keep what can be kept,”
Hofer said. The party is “very, very good at political framing”
and has wasted no time to portray itself as a “victim” of a grand
conspiracy aimed at removing it from power. For all the political
drama of recent days, some observers expect Austria to get a
government of a similar complexion once the dust has settled.

The left-leaning Der Standard daily said in a front-page edi-
torial Tuesday that despite the vitriol currently flowing between
the FPOe and the OeVP, the two parties may well find them-
selves working together again. The SPOe has “gone missing,”
according to the paper. —AFP

Sebastian Kurz


